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Abstract

The evolution of the microstructure and crystallographic texture of a polycrystalline Fe3Al alloy during rolling and subsequent
annealing was studied. For this purpose optical microscopy, single orientation determination in the scanning electron microscope
and X-ray texture measurements were carried out on both rolled and annealed specimens. During warm rolling (€'max = 80%,
Troll = 560°C) a strong texture fibre close to {111}(uvw) with a maximum at {557}(110) was developed. During the subsequent
heat treatment (750°C, salt bath) the orientation distribution did not change substantially, i.e. the texture close to {Ill} (UVlV)
was essentially preserved. For annealing times less than 50 s the {557}(110) orientation remained the dominant texture
component. For annealing times exceeding 50 s the {557} (110) orientation considerably decreased and the {Ill} (112)
orientation, which was nearly unaffected by annealing, became the main orientation. These texture changes, which were studied
in detail by use of single orientation determination, were interpreted in terms of preferred recovery in {Ill} (112) and preferred
recrystallization in {557}(110) oriented grains.
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1. Introduction

Intermetallic iron aluminides with compositions near
that of FeAl ordered to the B2 structure and Fe3Al

ordered to the B2 Of D03 structure have long been
studied owing to their good mechanical properties and
excellent oxidation and sulphidation resistance [1-7].
Among these aluminides imperfectly B2 ordered Fe3Al

based alloys containing ternary additions in substitu
tional solution (Cr, Mo, Zr, Nb, Hi) and further
additions in interstitial solution (C, B) have increasingly
attracted attention in industrial terms [7-11]. Due to
the control of composition, structure and microstruc
ture, both the mechanical properties and the corrosion
resistance of such complex alloys were considerably
improved, especially the room temperature ductility
and the strength at elevated temperatures [8-12]. Most
alloys presently under investigation reveal a B2 type
structure with imperfect long-range order. Pure iron
aluminides with more than 24 at.% aluminium content
typically reveal a D03 long-range order after slow

cooling of only 10-20 K per day [7,13-16]. However,
in the cases of rapid cooling or thermomechanical
treatment of complex Fe-Al-based alloys, extensive pri
mary solid solutions have been observed which include
long-range ordered areas based upon both the B2 and
D03 structures [4,7,10,11].

Recent studies focused on the investigation of the
mechanisms of plastic deformation of such imperfectly
ordered iron aluminides. In this context three methods
were chiefly employed. First, the slip traces on polished
specimen surfaces were analysed [17,18]. Second, slip
planes and Burgers vectors of dislocations were exam
ined via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [19
22]. Third, the influence of the antiphase boundary
energy was estimated on the selection of the glide
systems [23,24]. In most investigations it was observed
that dislocations in perfectly or imperfectly B2 and D03

ordered iron aluminides move at elevated temperatures
on such slip systems, which are usually activated in
non-ordered body centred cubic (b.c.c.) alloys. Whereas
the occurrence of {11 O} <111>slip systems seemed to be
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